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well as the economy in
general are falling back
to where they should
normally be.
As the honorable Andrew Mellon stated back in 1930 as a result of the last closest ﬁnancial crises that
occurred, he is quoted as saying:

system. High costs of living will come down. People will
work harder, live a more moral life. Values will be
adjusted, and enterprising people will pick up the wrecks
from less competent people”.

lie ahead in the years to come. At Pegel, we have embraced this approach and accordingly are
plowing forward through these enormous challenges, results of which will further solidify our
belief in the company and its future by its team members ﬁrst and foremost, clients (partners),
bankers, suppliers and sub-contractors

Mounzer Charani
Anthony Abi Hanna
Micheline Bachour

these traits and assure them that the future looks bright and that what
we are all experiencing is actually good for the long term of the
company, in that every stakeholder is leaving no stone unturned to
ensure that the tasks at hand are completed in the most eﬃcient and

Special thank you note for
Lena Bashir for her contribution
& help in this issue.

tremendous long term beneﬁts in as much as it contributes to

From the sites

and more eﬃcient service to our client (partner).
about technology. Therefore, although great strides have been
you to push the envelope by seeking every day to inquire about a new
feature of the technology tool that you use to execute your task, to
help you further do your job more eﬃciently and ensue that the data
relevant colleague. Remember, the stronger we are as a team, the
stronger we are as a company.
I hope you all enjoy your summer with your family and friends and
remind you to keep in good health and spirit.
Salem Abdullah Salem Tower SAST Team

Best of luck,
From the desk of
Rachad M. Dernaika
Chief Executive Officer
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Leadership
in

I

Lead
out

candidates for ﬁlling leadership roles, but architects have
assignments instead of giving them, and it is rare to see an
architect Lead OUT
If we step back and study the structure of how projects are
awarded we clearly see that the owner hires the contractor
experience.
The fortunate customer gets a general contractor that also
understands sound leadership principles and can assist the
small amount of eﬀort, training the “leader” in the
be immediate, but should come in the form of a smoothly
run project.
Smoothly run projects pay, disasters don’t!
Remember the captain
of the ship must know
resources and
begin his journey. The

captain may have
the best and most

Leader
or Manager

ocean but if he sails
to the wrong island,

Each element of support projects certain value standards. For
example, tools can be of high, medium or low quality. They can
be clean or dirty, easily available or hard to get, of the latest
technology or the oldest, always or rarely there when needed,
easy or diﬃcult to replace, or somewhere in between these
extremes. The same is true for every other element of support.
the leadership of all bosses in the chain above the worker. This
leadership stares in the face of every worker every day.

?

speaker by the name of Marc Sandom has developed
certain “theories” that much like in science or art,
prove some things to be “more true” than others by
certain ways of thinking. Many of Sandom theories
validate that in general, good managers tend to be
good leaders, but good leaders are not always good
managers.

conﬁdent.

It is said that “Any company that cannot imagine the future
would not be around to enjoy it”. Therefore, before any manager
or leader can aﬀect changes in their business they have to do
what Sandom described as visionary, they must mentally “look”

survive.

they focus on what has to be done. Leaders on the other hand,
leaders vision how to get there”.

By Mounzer Chaarani
UAE Country Manager

the end of the year or project to receive his or her bonus. It
is true that this work is physically hard, but it is ﬁnancially
rewarded.
Leadership without support is doomed to failure. We know
that every boss is responsible for providing support to the
workforce. Support generally includes such elements as
training, rewards, tools, parts and materials, technical
peace of mind.
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Projects on the move

AASA

Air Arabia Studio Apartments
Location:
Sharjah, United Arab Emirates
Client: Air-Arabia
www.airarabia.com
Consultant: GHD
www.ghd.com.au
Project Management:
Project Management Consultant
Quantity Surveyor:
ENE Engineer
www.ene-eng.com
MEP Subcontractor:
Albonian International
www.albonian-intl.com
Main Contractor:
www.pegel.com
Vital Statistics:
Area: 11446 m2
Structure:
Two buildings
Ground level
Four floors.
Construction started

24-Sep-2008
Completion of Construction

28-Nov-2009

By Anthony Abi Hanna
Procurement Manager
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ERP
System
Enterprise resource planning (ERP) is a
company-wide computer software system used to
manage and coordinate all the resources, information,
and functions of a business from shared data stores.
An ERP system has a service-oriented architecture
with modular hardware and software units and
"services" that communicate on a local area network.
The modular design allows a business to add or
reconfigure modules (perhaps from different vendors)
while preserving data integrity in one shared database
that may be centralized or distributed.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enterprise_resource_plan
ning)
Many ERP vendors stress an objective of inputting
data only once and using it to generate various views.
ERP vendors stress the process focus of their
products. The software can span across functional
borders, enabling integration of data and information
flows.
ERP systems can also support a variety of tasks
including supply chain management, inventory
management, logistics, human resource
management, finance, accounting, manufacturing
planning, sales, and distribution.
However, these systems are often inflexible and
impose certain rules and processes on the
organization. Successfully implementing these
systems is often difficult and costly. Many approaches
have been advanced to solve business problems with
only limited success.

ERP provides some benefit,
but has only provided
marginal success.
Some of the benefits of ERP are vendor solution,
viability, broader offering. One-vendor solution- is
been viewed as a one-stop shop approach. It typically
allows the user to contact and communicate with just
one source. In addition, ERP systems have the
compatibility to present better information in a timelier
manner to the people who need it. Hence, sales reps
can check inventory levels and prices before
committing to deadlines; managers can check
margins before offering special deals.

Furthermore, ERP systems can also make employees,
whether in customer service or production, more productive. ERP systems can reduce turnaround or order
fulfillment time and increase accuracy in fulfilling
customer orders. For cash savings, ERP systems can
help reduce inventory costs through improved stock
tracking. Moreover, ERP systems do just what you would
expect a business application to do: record customer
orders and purchase orders, keep track of inventory,
create invoices, handle all the accounting including
sales, accounts payable and receivable, and budgeting.
Another important benefit of ERP is that it provides
information to support the information manager's need to
manage: such as performance indicators, and alerts to
situations such as shortages or shortfalls from quotas,
and bottlenecks. Hence, it enables decision-makers to
have an enterprise-wide view of the information they
need in a timely, reliable, and consistent fashion.
A company with fully functional ERP systems would
have the ability to reduce inventories by 50%, reduce
order-cycle times by 43%, increase production capacity
by 36%, lower total logistics costs by 32%, decrease
procurement costs 29%, reduce manufacturing waste by
29% and lower distribution costs by 14%. Finally, the
reason behind why companies implement ERP system is
due to the ability to get a competitive advantage and
help service major customers in a much efficient and
effective method.
By Samer Chaito
Commercial Manager
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LEAN
CONSTRUCTION

DELIVERING VALUE WITH
LEAN CONSTRUCTION
- Maximize Value & Eliminate Waste By contrast, the current form of production
Lean Construction is the process of designing
management in construction is derived from the
construction production systems to minimize waste
of materials, time and effort to generate the maximum amount of value.
It is about managing and improving construction
processes by eliminating waste flows beginning with
the contract to the specifications and finally, the
agreement between the client and other parties.
It is based on the principle of using the correct
resources, maintaining the right controls and delivering the product ‘right, the first time’.
While the concept of ‘lean’ comes from the automobile manufacturing industry (especially Toyota), in
construction, ‘lean’ is not as readily accepted since
each structure is considered a unique and complex
one-off creation. Managing construction under
‘lean’ is different from typical contemporary practice
because of the following:
• ‘Lean’ has a clear set of objectives for the delivery
process,
• ‘Lean’ is aimed at maximizing performance for the
customer at the project level,
• ‘Lean’ designs concurrently product and process,
and
• ‘Lean’ applies production control throughout the life
of the project.

same activity centered approach found in mass
production and project management.
It aims to optimize the project activity by activity,
assuming customer value has been identified in
design.
Production is managed throughout a project by first
breaking the project into pieces, i.e. design and
construction, then putting those pieces in a logical
sequence, estimating the time and resources
required to complete each activity and therefore
the project.
Each piece or activity is further decomposed until it
is contracted out or assigned to a gang leader or a
foreman. Control is conceived as monitoring each
contract or activity against its schedule and budget
projections. These projections are rolled up to
project level reports. If activities or chains along
the critical path fall behind, efforts are made to
reduce cost and duration of the offending activity
or changing the sequence of work. If these steps
do not solve the problem, it is often necessary to
trade cost for schedule by working out of the best
sequence to make progress.
The focus on activities conceals the waste
generated between continuing activities by the
unpredictable release of work and the arrival of
needed resources. Simply put, current forms
of production and project management
focus on activities and ignore flow and value
`
considerations.
This ‘lean’ construction encourages moving
the burden of supply chain to ‘partners’
(subcontractors) who carry out their activity
in coordination with the project manager
who controls the work activities and
schedule for the entire project.
This eliminates waste in time and materials
and leads to what is known as ‘lean’
construction.

HOW ‘LEAN’ ARE WE AT PEGEL?
By Anthony Abi Hanna
Procurement Manager
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Pre-tensioning
vs Post-tensionning
What is the Difference between
pre-tensioning and post-tensioning?
Let us first have some definitions to the terminology
• Pre-Stressed Concrete: member is stressed via
tensioned tendons prior to application of external
loads.
Types: Conventionally
• Pre-Tensioned - tendons are been stressed prior to
casting of concrete; strands anchored to external
abutments or self-stressing form prior to transfer of
pre-stressed force to hardened concrete. Strands are
typically bonded (i.e. force transfer to concrete via
mechanical bond between stranded wire and
surrounding concrete)
• Post-Tensioned - tendons are been stressed after
concrete is cast and hardened; strands are anchored
against concrete member. Strands are typically
un-bonded (i.e. anchored only at the ends via
anchorage assembly) but can be bonded (i.e.
stressed in ducts and grouted in place in addition to
end anchorages)
Un-bonded system: An un-bonded tendon is one in
which the pre-stressing steel is not actually bonded
to the concrete that surrounds it except at the
anchorages are mono-strand (single strand)
tendons, which are used in slabs and beams for
buildings, parking structures and slabs-on-ground.
The most common un-bonded system is
Mono-strand. A mono-strand tendon consists of
seven-wire strand that is coated with a
corrosion-inhibiting grease and encased in an
extruded plastic protective sheathing. The anchorage
consists of an iron casting and a conical, two-piece
wedge that grips the strand.
• Bonded systems: two or more strands are been
inserted into a metal or plastic duct that is embedded
in the concrete. The strands are been stressed with a
large, multi-strand jack and anchored in a common
anchorage device.
The duct is then been filled
with a cementitious grout
that provides corrosion
protection to the strand
and bonds the tendon to
the concrete surrounding
the duct.

The structural design of reinforced concrete
could be divided into two categories:
1. Reinforced: (Forms, with reinforcing steel
and cast in site concrete)
2. Pre-stressed: pre-stressed concrete design
can be further subdivided into pre-tensioned
and
post-tensioned reinforcement.
According to PTI (Post Tensioning Institute), a
method of reinforcing concrete, masonry, and
other structural elements; post-tensioning as will
is a method of pre-stressing. Pre-stressed
concrete or masonry has internal stresses
(forces) induced into it during the construction
phase for counteracting the anticipated external
loads that it will encounter during its lifecycle

Bonded systems are been more commonly used in
bridges, both in the superstructure (the roadway)
and in cable-stayed bridges, the cable-stays. In
buildings, they are been typically only used in
heavily loaded beams such as transfer girders and
landscaped plaza decks where the large number of
strands required makes them more economical.
Basically we have two methods of pre-stressing.
The first method is been called pre-tensioning. This
method consists of stressing the reinforcing inside
of large steel buttresses, and then casting the
concrete around the reinforcing. This method can
only be done at a pre-cast manufacturing facility
and requires the completed pre-stressed concrete
members to be trucked out to the job site and then
assembled.
The other
method of
pre-stressi
ng is been
called
post-tensio
ning.
Instead of
stressing
the
reinforcing
inside of large steel buttresses at a manufacturing plant,
the reinforcing is simply been installed on the job site
after the contractor forms up the slabs or constructs the
walls. The reinforcing steel is been housed in sheathing
or duct that prevents the steel from bonding to the
concrete so that it can be stressed after the concrete
cures (hardens). Using the post-tensioning method of
pre-stressing that enables a builder to get all the
advantages of pre-stressed concrete or masonry
(described below) while still enabling the freedom to
construct the member (slab, wall, column, etc,) on the
job site.
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Pre-tensioning
vs Post-tensionning
But why does concrete need to be reinforced?
Concrete, masonry, and most cement-based
products are very strong in compression, or, in other
words, they have a high capacity to resist
compressive forces. Compressive forces can been
described as crushing forces. Concrete has a very
high compressive strength. It can be anywhere from
175 kg/cm2, in most residential foundations, to 350
kg/cm2 in suspended slabs and walls in buildings, to
even higher strengths in bridges. However, concrete
is relatively weak in tension, i.e. it does not resist
tensile forces very well. Tensile forces are the forces
that pull an element apart.
Conversely, steel is very strong in tension. It has a
high capacity for resisting the forces that pull apart or
bend it. Hence, when combining reinforcing steel with
concrete or masonry this result in a product that can
resist both compressive forces and tensile forces.
Additional, substantial benefits can be obtained by
using the reinforcing steel to “squeeze the concrete
together”, or place it in compression. Compressing
the concrete increases it tensile (bending) strength.
By increasing the tensile strength of the concrete
itself (making the concrete slab or masonry wall
stiffer), a designer can achieve longer spans with
thinner concrete sections.
Putting the concrete into
compression also helps
to resist the developmen
t of shrinkage cracks.
Shrinkage cracks, will
typically not detrimental
to the performance of the
structure, can be
unsightly, and can allow
the passage of moisture
(resulting in steel
corrosion and concrete
will be carrying tensile
forces which is not of its
characteristics) or termites
Shrinkage cracks will
develop in most cement
-based products as the
water combines with the cement and the concrete
cures (hardens). The more the concrete is “squeezed
together,” the less likely it is that shrinkage cracks will
develop or open.

For Example:
In conventional concrete construction, if a load such as
the cars in a parking garage is been applied to a slab
or beam, the beam will tend to deflect or sag. This
deflection will cause the bottom of the beam to
elongate slightly. Even a slight elongation is usually
enough to cause cracking.
Steel reinforcing bars (“rebar”) are been typically
embedded in the concrete as tensile reinforcement to
limit the crack widths. Rebar is what is been called
“passive reinforcement” however; it does not carry
any force until the concrete has already deflected
enough to crack. Post-tensioning tendons, on the
other hand, are been considered “active reinforcing.”
because it is pre-stressed, since the steel is effective
as reinforcement even though the concrete may not
be cracked. Post-tensioned structure can be designed
to have minimal deflection and cracking, even under
full load.
Since post-tensioned concrete is been cast in place at
the job site, there is almost no limit to the shapes that
can be formed. Curved facades, arches, and
complicated slab edge layouts are often a trademark
of post-tensioned concrete structures. Post-tensioning
has been used to advantage in a number of very
aesthetically designed bridges.
Simply, what is the mechanism?
In building and slab-on-ground construction,
un-bonded tendons are been typically prefabricated at
a plant and are been delivered to the construction
site, ready to install. The tendons are been laid out in
the forms of accordance with installation drawings that
indicate how they are to be spaced, what their profile
(height above the form) should be, and where they
are to be stressed. After the concrete is been placed
and has reached its required strength, usually
between 200 and 250 kg/cm2, the tendons are
stressed and anchored. The tendons, like rubber
bands, want to return to their original length but are
been prevented from doing so by the anchorages.
The fact that the tendons are been kept in a
permanently stressed (elongated) state causes a
compressive force to act on the concrete. The
compression that results from the post-tensioning
counteracts the tensile forces created by subsequent
applied loading (cars, people, and the weight of the
beam itself when the shoring is been removed). This
significantly increases the load-carrying capacity of
the concrete.
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Proverb of the week Competition

“

“
“
“
“
“

Inspirational
Quotes

Good Management is better than good income.
What is not on paper has not been said.

If you think you know everything,
then that’s pure ignorance.
Bayan Dakhel

“

Omar Al Khodary

The weekly competition is

“

Good judgment comes from experience, and often
experience comes from bad judgment

Tough times don’t last , but tough people do.
Kathy Jones

“

Samer Cheaito

still on!
The rules remain the same ;
submit a proverb or saying
relevant to the construction
industry.

“

Good plans shape good decisions. That’s why good planning
helps to make elusive dreams come ture.
Clement Gunasekar

Anonymous

“

“

Safety starts with S but begins with U.

It’s your turn
to win NOW
Same rule! AED 50 in cash
Just send your proverb to hr@pegel.com
with the word “Proverb” in the subject line.
Each time your inspirational proverb is selected,
it will be posted throughout the offices,
you will win AED 50 in cash.
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Employee of the month
July 2009
in recognition of outstanding performance we honor
Our Employees of the Month

SAST

Ahmad Mansour
Stores & Time Keeper

Inayat Khajushai

SACH

Tarum Mohlal
Electrician

Abdul Rauf

Safety Scaffolding

Mason

Joel Gloria

AASA

QA/QC Engineer

Hassan Ahmed
Carpenter

FOCUS
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New staff Member

Welcome

Joined in 1th quarter 2009

Fuzail Ahmad
Pradeep Choran
Moaffak Afara

Surveyor
MEP Engineer
Site Engineer

Rotation
Part of the routine shifting in the staff,
Anthony Abi-Hanna the previous HR
Manager became the new Procurement
Manager of the company.

Internship
Thank you

Three Interns had joined Pegel’s
family for six weeks they are:
- Haider Mahdi as Site Engineer
- Lena Bashir as Marketing Intern
- Mohammed Arafat as Site
Engineer.

who ‘s who
He is the person who knows where your data lives. He can retrieve your lost and
damaged ﬁles. However, rub him the wrong way at your peril.

Salim Helou
IT Administrator

You just cannot miss him, he towers over all his colleagues at 1.92 m.
This is Salim, our IT guy!
Graduated from Lebanese American University (LAU) with a BE in CCE
in 2006, he joined Pegel in 2008.
3 adjectives can describes him best : friendly, reliable & always
available.
In one phone call he can resolve all your problems; virus or disconnection... Salim is your guy ! whatever is the problem he is the right man
to ﬁx it, and with one click he can take over the situation & manipulate
your PC.The same way that he manipulate the ball ! Passing or striking
the ball over the net.... He is not only our IT guy but also one of the
leading volleyball players in Byblos Club Team & participates in a
lot of national games... He just love the game!

Congratulations

New

Mabrouk to all!

Nadine Abdel Hay, our Financial Controller delivered a baby Boy
“Nader”.Both mother and son are in good health

Just in

Mirna Nehme, our Executive Assistant in Beirut oﬃce delivered a baby
girl“Gianna”. Both mother and daughter are in good health.

God’s little angels
on earth

Ramy Eddrees’s wife delivered a baby boy “Youssif.”
Both mother and son are in good health.
Amjad Al-Khatib, newly appointed HR Manager’s wife, has delivered a
baby daughter “Mayar”. We call this ‘a new addition to a new addition’.
Both mother and daughter are in good health.
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